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Abstract

Filamentous fungi are of interest for biotechnologists particularly because of the
fungi’s ability of producing commercial products after undergoing certain industrial
process. Although because of the complicated and intricate internal mechanism of
the fungi there are certain aspects which need to be studied to maximize the produc-
tion output. A team at Chair of Measurement and Control Bioprocess Group at TU
Berlin studies the internal behavior of the fungi when they are exposed to certain
amount of wall shear stress (WSS) by performing small-scale experimentation. For
this purpose a backward facing step (BFS) chamber is used.
This thesis work aims to perform Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses
to study the flow in the BFS chamber and to find appropriate locations to adhere
the fungi spores on the chamber’s bottom wall.

Commercially available CFD software Star CCM+ has been used for the CFD calcu-
lations. The BFS chamber has been divided into two parts namely ’inflow channel’
and ’step channel’ and simulations are performed separately. RANS model SST k-ω
has been used to simulate the flow in the inflow channel and Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) model has been used in the step channel.

The simulation result predicted that the streamwise WSS (WSSx) is highest (≈ 8
Pa) at the primary reattachment location downstream of the step. Due to reverse
flow it is observed that WSSx is high (≈ 5 Pa) in the primary separation region.
Standard deviation WSSx is highest (≈ 0.35 Pa) in the region around 28 x/h distance
downstream of the step on the bottom wall of the step channel and it is observed
that this is the region where the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) is also maximum
in the mean flow of the step channel. It is observed that there is small WSSx devi-
ation in the primary reattachment region as well.
From the study it is concluded that the overall flow in the chamber is laminar with
some level of unsteadiness at few locations. To adhere the fungi spores on the bot-
tom wall suitable location will be in the region where maximum variation in WSSx

is observed.

Keywords: Filamentous fungus, computational fluid dynamics, large eddy simula-
tion, wall shear stress, backward facing step, turbulence kinetic energy
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations and Acronyms

Abbreviation Description

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
TU Berlin Technische Universität Berlin
A. niger Aspergillus niger
BFS backwards-facing step
RANS Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
SRS Scale-Resolving Simulations
LES Large-Eddy Simulations
ASM Algebraic Stress turbulence Model
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
SST Shear Stress Transport
LES Large Eddy Simulation
SGS Subgrid-Scale
WALE Wall-Adapting Local-Eddy
CAD Computer Aided Design
CLSM Confocal Laser-Scanning Microscope

Dimensionless numbers

Abbreviation Description

Re Reynolds number
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
y+ Normalized wall distance
D/h Expansion ratio
W/h Aspect ratio



Symbols

Symbol Description Dimensions

TKE Turbulence kinetic energy J/kg
σ Standard deviation -
ρ Density kg/m3

µ Dynamic viscosity Pa.s
WSS Wall Shear Stress Pa
v Velocity m/s
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Over the years there have been several studies which show that the filamentous fungi
like A. niger secretes essential enzymes and proteins in external medium. Hence,
filamentous fungi are being used widely as cell factories for large scale commercial
production [1].

The specific morphology of filamentous fungus like A. niger is an essential factor in
their effective cultivation and needs to be influenced to gain higher product output.
Fungi produces spores which are a product of both sexual and asexual reproduc-
tion and these spores act as the prime unit of its dispersal. During its germination
process it swells upto 4 times its size due to uptake of water [2]. This is the phase
where metabolic activities of the spore increase resulting in the rapid production of
protein. This is followed by the emergence of hypha tips that extend away from the
spore. The hypha branches out laterally or apically into a network of interconnected
hyphae called a mycellium [2].

Fermentation process offers greater possibility for commercial production of a de-
sired substance. The term fermentation in biotechnology refers to process in growing
fungi in large-scale to produce biochemical products [3]. For large-scale production
a submerged culture of microorganism in a liquid medium inside a vessel is used.
Objectives of this vessel, commonly known as a bioreactor is to provide suitable
physical conditions for microorganism growth. These conditions include optimal
pH, dissolved oxygen levels, agitation, temperature and substrate availability, for
both microbial growth and development leading to high yields of desired substance
[4].
The microorganism movement inside the bioreactor is the result of fluid shear forces
over the microorganisms’ surface leading to their incorporation into the convective
stream. Sahoo et.al. (2003) [5] cultured Bacillus subtilis in a Couette flow biore-
actor and observed that the hydrodynamic or shear stress significantly affect the
macro-level cell responses such as morphology, growth and commercial output.

Several studies on filamentous fungi cultures in a mixed tank biorectors observed
that hydrodynamic conditions influence the macroscopic growth. In a 80 m3 fermen-
tor, feb-batch fermentation of Aspergilus oryzae was conducted by Li et. al. (2002)
[6]. They observed that fragmentation of the fungal hyphae depends on two factors:
hydrodynamic stresses which cause the hyphal breakage (or fragmentation), and the
hyphal tensile strength which withstands the breakage. This hyphal fragmentation
can negatively impact the commercial production output [7].

TU Berlin’s Chair of Measurement and Control (Bioprocess Group) in collaboration
with Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) is conducting experiments to under-
stand the impact of varying hydrodynamic or shear stress on the filamentous fungus
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generated during the cultivation process [8]. The most obvious way to conduct these
experiments would be building (or simply buying) a full scale batch reactor and per-
forming experimentation, in it holds many difficulties: In order to understand basic
mechanisms of fungal entities interacting with the fluid, is essential to reduce the
complexity, which ultimately rules out a full scale reactor system. Instead scale-
down experiments are being conducted in the form of a flow chamber system to be
mounted under a microscope. To achieve the purpose of the scale-down experimen-
tation the flow chamber must be able to induce varying shear stress on its bottom
wall on which the fungal entities are to be adhered. To have a stable mounting
under a microscope the flow chamber must have a flat bottom surface and not of
any other shape.

To be consistent with the above mentioned small-scale geometrical restrictions two
types of flow chambers come to mind: a chamber with a flat bottomed surface and
the other chamber design which will incorporate a backwards-facing step. The for-
mer will generate a stable flow with very less or negligible varying wall shear stress
while the later due to its geometrical design will be able to generate instability in
the flow behind the step inducing varying shear stress on the bottom wall of the flow
chamber.

Because of the geometrical simplicity and the ability to produce unsteady flow due
to sudden change in geometry the backwards-facing step has been widely studied
for several decades [9]. It has thus found its application in studying flows where
phenomena like separation-reattachment are expected. Some of the salient features
of the flow phenomenon occurring in a BFS chamber are shown in figure 1. Flow
behind the step in a BFS flow channel can be divided into shear layer region, the
separation region and the reattachment region. The flow boundary layer upstream
of the step separates at the edge of the step due to adverse pressure gradient which
results in formation of a thin shear layer. As the flow progresses downstream of the
step the shear layer grows in size and merges with the turbulent structures. The
turbulent structures in the shear layer entrap the irrotational fluid outside the shear
layer resulting in formation of flow re-circulation in the region. This recirculation
region in located between the shear layer of the flow and the adjacent wall. Due to
the fluid entrapment a favourable pressure gradient is created which results in the
curving of the fluid flow towards the bottom wall of the channel and eventually the
flow reattaches (figure 1).
Due to the turbulence generated in the flow in the immediate region behind the step
of a BFS channel unsteadiness in the flow is created. This flow unsteadiness will
generate varying shear stress on the bottom wall of the channel which will be useful
in the study of morphology of the filamentous fungus.

Due to the flow characteristics of a BFS channel the Bioprocess Group at TU Berlin
has decided that the BFS flow domain will be used to replicate the turbulent envi-
ronment generated in a reactor (figures 1 and 2).

Several studies like that of Gijsen et. al (1998) [11] have used BFS step channel
to study the effect of wall shear stress on microscopic entities like red blood cells.
As per the author’s knowledge not much research work was found wherein the BFS
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Figure 1: Separation-reattachment of flow created behind the step of a backwards-
facing step flow chamber. (Adapted from Driver et.al [10])

Figure 2: Representation of flow over a Backward Facing Step (BFS) highlighting the
step height (h) and consequent reattachment region.

channel had been used to study the impact of varying wall shear stress on the mor-
phology of the fungal entities.

As the small-scale experiment planned by the Bioprocess Group is in an early stage
the appropriate dimensions and flow conditions for the BFS flow chamber are to
be evaluated. Several detailed researches are available which use CFD to study the
flow in a BFS channel some of which are described in brief in the Literature review
(subsection 2.4), but not much published work is found which discusses the distri-
bution of wall shear stress on the bottom wall of a BFS channel downstream of the
step. Hence, CFD approach has been planned to understand the fluid flow and the
varying wall shear stress in the BFS channel downstream of the step in more details.

Over the years several different flow models like RANS based models and SRS based
models have been used by researchers to simulate the flow in a BFS channel. One
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of the differences between a RANS model and a SRS model is that additional in-
formation from a SRS model simulation can be obtained as compared to a RANS
based model. For example in the case of unsteady heat loading in unsteady mixing
zones of flow streams at different temperatures a SRS model is in principle capable
of computing the correct time-averaged flow field when compared to RANS based
model [12]. Another advantage of the SRS based model is that it provides higher
level of accuracy when compared to the RANS based model for the flows where large
separation zones are created like in the case of flow over a stalled aircraft wing, or
flows past buildings. The SRS based LES model has been discussed in details in the
Theory section (section 2).

1.2 Aim

The aim of the present thesis work is to use SRS CFD simulations to evaluate a
conceptual backward-step flow, which potentially could generate a sufficient WSS
environment for studying fungal spores response. Main focus will be to study the
WSS distribution on the bottom wall of the BFS chamber downstream of the step.
From this study the thesis also aims to suggest feasible locations to adhere the spores
on the bottom wall of the chamber.

1.3 Delimitation

1.3.1 Inlet conditions

As stated above, this study is mainly intended to create an environment where the
ability of the fungal entities to sustain stresses created due to the unsteady flow
is put under test. Although, because the fungal spores will adhere on the bottom
side of the BFS flow chamber, it is essential that they do not get damaged (or
die) under high shear stress. To determine this threshold shear stress experiments
(not published yet) were performed by the Bioprocess Group in which the fugal
spores were exposed to the flow at various flow rates in order to find the maximum
(constant) shear stress which the spores could withstand over a period of one night
(12 hrs.) in a laminar flow chamber. From the experiment it was observed that the
entities managed to sustain the shear stress of upto 5.5 Pa. The inlet conditions for
the BFS chamber will largely affect the unsteadiness in the flow and consequently
the fluid stresses. Hence, this behavioral factor of the spores has to be kept in mind
while selecting the inlet conditions for CFD analysis.

1.3.2 Software and computational resources

At TU Berlin the author was provided with the full version license of commercially
available Star CCM+ v12.06 software for CFD simulations. Along with that to run
the CFD simulations maximum of 264 CPU cores for daily usage of 8 hours were
available.
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2 Theory

2.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Fluid dynamics is a branch of fluid mechanics which deals with study of fluid which
is in motion. CFD is a set of numerical methods applied to obtain approximate
solutions of problems of fluid flow and heat transfer. The equations describing fluid
flow, heat and mass transfer also known as the governing equations of CFD are
versions of the conservation laws namely law of conservation of mass, conservation
of momentum and conservation of energy which can be described in deferential and
in integral form. For the current study we will discuss about conservation of mass
and momentum in differential form. Further reading on conservation of energy can
be found in [13].

Conservation of mass for a fluid element is defined as the rate of increase of mass in
the element is equal to the net rate of flow of mass into the element. Equation (1)
is the mass conservation equation at a point in an unsteady, three dimensional and
compressible fluid flow. The first term on left hand side is rate of change of density
with time and the second term represents net flow of mass out of the element across
its boundaries and is called the convective term.

∂ρ

∂t
+ div(ρu) = 0 (1)

Where ρ is density, u is velocity vector and t is time. For an incompressible fluid ρ
is constant hence, equation (1) becomes (2),

divu = 0 (2)

Conservation of momentum follows the Newton’s second law of motion which states
that the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle is equal to the sum of
forces acting on it. For incompressible Newtonian fluid the three dimensional form
of conservation of momentum is given as equations (3, 4 and 5), where first term on
the left hand side denotes rate of increase in momentum of a fluid element and the
second term denotes net rate transport of momentum out of a fluid element. On the
right hand side p is pressure and ν is kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

∂u

∂t
+ div(uu) = −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ div(ν gradu) (3)

∂v

∂t
+ div(vu) = −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
+ div(ν grad v) (4)

∂w

∂t
+ div(wu) = −1

ρ

∂p

∂z
+ div(ν gradw) (5)
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2.2 Turbulent flow

Turbulent flow can be said as the flow which is unpredictable, chaotic, 3-dimensional,
time-dependant and irregular. Flows such as stirring coffee in a cup, water released
from a dam when its gates are opened or flow in the wake region of a moving body
for example a car or an aircraft all these flows are characterized as turbulent in
nature. Reynolds number (Equation (6)) is a measure which gives an idea as to
what the nature of the flow (also know as the flow regime) would be i.z. laminar,
turbulent or flow in transition state from laminar to turbulent. Reynolds number is
a ratio of inertial force to viscous force. At low Reynolds number the flow is laminar
whereas at higher Reynolds number the flows are observed to be turbulent.

Re =
ρUL

µ
(6)

Where, U is characteristic velocity of the fluid and L is the characteristic length of
the domain in which the fluid is flowing. For the current study step height ’h’ will
be considered as characteristic length.

Most industrial relevant flows are turbulent in nature hence, it is necessary to resolve
the details of the flow’s fluctuations. Depending on the available computational
resource, there are different numerical methods available to obtain information of
the flow and resolve it. The methods can be grouped into three categories namely,
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
and Direct numerical simulation (DNS).

Figure 3: Comparison of computer resources required and flow resolution accuracy for
various CFD models

RANS models focus on mean flow properties. Before the numerical methods are
applied Navier-Stokes equations are time averaged. This results in addition of extra
terms. These extra terms are modelled with turbulence models like the k-ε model.
The computational resources required when resolving flow using RANS model are
least and the flow is completely modelled giving least accuracy when compared
with other models. LES is an intermediate model which resolves larger eddies in
the turbulent field and the effect of small eddies are modeled by performing space
filtering of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equation. DNS resolves all the turbulent
scales in flow by using higher order numerical schemes providing most accurate
results among the others. But doing this the model requires the most computer
resources (figure 3). For detailed readings on the numerical methods the reader is
referred to [13].
The flow in the current thesis is predicted to be laminar and weak transitional.
RANS methods cannot solve this type of flow effectively. Also because of availability
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of sufficient computational resource, it is decided that LES numerical method will
be used to resolve the flow in the BFS chamber.

2.3 Large eddy simulation (LES)

An unsteady flow is characterized by varying velocity and pressure, three dimension-
ality of flow and eddies among other factors. The flow has large eddies and small
eddies. The smaller eddies are nearly isotropic (uniform in all directions) and have
a universal behavior. Whereas, large eddies are more anisotropic and their behavior
depends on the geometry, boundary conditions and body forces. Because of the
nature of the larger eddies their impact on the flow solution is much higher than
the smaller eddies. Hence, as the name suggests of the LES numerical method, the
larger eddies are resolved and the impact of small eddies are modeled. Although to
implement this numerical model it is essential to filter the flow and obtain larger
eddies and smaller eddies.

2.3.1 Filtering of the eddies

LES uses spatial filtering to determine which eddies are retained and which are
rejected. Filtering process involves selection of filter function and a cutoff width.

φ̄(x, t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

G(x, x′,∆)φ(x′, t)dx′1dx
′
2dx
′
3 (7)

In LES method spatial filtering operation is defined as filter function G(x, x′,∆)
as in equation (7), where, φ̄(x, t) is the filtered function where the overbar defines
spatial filtering and not time averaging, φ(x′, t) is the original unfiltered function
and ∆ is the cutoff width. In three dimensional computation taken as the cube root
of product the lengths in the three directions as shown in equation (8).

∆ = 3
√

∆x∆y∆z (8)

Most commonly used filtering functions are box filter, Gaussian filter and spectral
filter. Box filter is used in finite volume implementation, Gaussian and spectral filter
is used for research purpose. For this thesis work box filtering technique is used and
it is given as equation (9).

G(x, x′,∆) =

{
1/∆3 |x− x′| ≤ ∆/2

0 |x− x′| > ∆/2
(9)

2.3.2 Filtered unsteady Navier-Stokes equation

Once the flow has been filtered by decomposing resolved and unresolved scales it
is essential to solve the Navier-Stokes equation to obtain the solution of the flow.
For detailed derivation of the equation reader is referred to [13]. Considering in
Cartesian co-ordinate form the velocity vector u has u-, v-, w-, components. The
final form of the LES momentum equations is given as equations (10 to 12) where,
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u, v, w are filtered velocity field and p is filtered pressure field [13].

∂(ρū)

∂t
+ div(ρūū) = −∂p̄

∂x
+ µdiv(grad(ū))− (div(ρ uu)− div(ρūū)) (10)

∂(ρv̄)

∂t
+ div(ρv̄ū) = −∂p̄

∂y
+ µ div(grad(v̄))− (div(ρ vu)− div(ρv̄ū)) (11)

∂(ρw̄)

∂t
+ div(ρw̄ū) = −∂p̄

∂z
+ µdiv(grad(w̄))− (div(ρwu)− div(ρw̄ū)) (12)

Here, in the left hand side of the equations (10 to 12) the first terms are the rate
of change of filtered momentum and second terms are convective flux. On the right
hand side first terms are pressure gradients, second terms are diffusive fluxes and
the third terms are caused by the filtering operations which can be considered as
divergence of a set of stresses τij . These stresses result due interaction between
larger resolved eddies and smaller unresolved eddies. These stresses are also called
as sub grid scale stresses (SGS).

2.3.3 Sub grid scale stresses

The SGS stresses in equation form is written as (13), the detailed equation derivation
can be found in [13].

τij = (ρūiūj − ρV̄iV̄j) + (ρūiV ′j + V ′i ūj) + ρu′iu
′
j (13)

Where on the right hand side, the first term denote the Leonard stresses which are
due to the effects of resolved scale. The second term denotes cross-stresses which
are due to the interactions between subgrid eddies and resolved flow. The turbulent
transfer of momentum by eddies giving rise to an internal fluid friction is known
as eddy viscosity (µt) or subgrid scale turbulent viscosity(also known as SGS ed-
dies) [14]. These eddies can be termed as the small eddies which remain unresolved
when using LES model. The third term denotes LES Reynolds stresses which are
caused due to convective momentum transfer due to interactions of subgrid eddies.
Hence, to have closure to the LES calculation these SGS eddies need to be modelled.

To model the SGS eddies commonly used formulations are Dynamic Smagorinsky
Subgrid Scale, Smagorinsky Subgrid Scale and WALE Subgrid Scale. For the current
thesis simulation WALE Subgrid Scale formulation will be used.

Wall damping effects in WALE model are accounted for without using near-wall
damping function, it automatically gives accurate scaling and returns a zero vis-
cosity at the wall. This allows correct treatment of laminar zones in the domain.
Whereas, for the Smagorinsky model artificial damping in near-wall region is neces-
sary. WALE model is particularly suitable for transition flows as compared to the
Smagorinsky model [15]. The WALE model is comparatively less expensive in terms
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of computational resources than other SGS models [16].
The WALE Subgrid Scale model provides the following mixing-length type formula
for the subgrid scale viscosity (µt) where Sw is a deformation parameter (equation
14):

µt = ρ∆2Sw (14)

The WALE subgrid scale model coefficient Cw is set to 0.544 and von Karman
constant k is set to 0.41 which are the default values for the solver used for the
current thesis simulation. For further reading on the SGS formulation the reader is
advised to refer [15].

2.4 BFS literature review

Armaly et. al (1983) [17] performed detailed experimental investigation of flow of
air in Reynolds number range 70<Re<8000. They observed that up to Re=1200
laminar flow exists and the separation region increases with increase in Reynolds
number for this flow regime. A further increase in Reynolds number caused increase
in velocity fluctuation indicating the beginning of transition to turbulent flow. They
observed a recirculation flow region on the test section wall opposite the step which
initially increased and then decreased in size with increase in Reynolds number.

They also performed numerical prediction employing the computer code TEACH
which solved two dimensional steady differential equations. The simulation results
provided good agreement with the experimental results upto Reynolds number 400.
They concluded that the deviation between the experimental and numerical results
above Reynolds number 400 was because of the inherent three dimensionality of the
experimental flow. The numerical code also predicted separation region on the wall
opposite wall to the step.

Driver et. al. (1985) [10] obtained experimental data in an incompressible turbulent
flow of Reynolds number of 36000. Their main focus through the experimentation
was to understand the physics of turbulence in the backward step geometry. They
studied effect of several cases of deflection of the opposite wall to the step, over the
fluid flow They observed that deflection of the wall by α=6◦ imposed a pressure
gradient on the freestream flow resulting in 30% increase in the reattachment length
and also increases momentum and displacement thickness.

Regarding the turbulent kinetic energy, they concluded that although the produc-
tion and dissipation were the dominant mechanism, the diffusion and the convection
terms also had significant contribution. The authors also performed numerical pre-
dictions using TEACH code to accommodate kinetic-energy dissipation rate (k-ε)
turbulence model and an algebraic stress turbulence model (ASM) to solve the in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. When compared the numerical results with
those of experimental, showed that modified ASM improved substantially over the
unmodified k-ε and unmodified ASM. Although all the three models showed good
agreement with the experimentation, but only modified ASM gave results adequate
for engineering practices.
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Biswas et al. (2004) [9] performed numerical simulations using Large Eddy Simula-
tion (LES) turbulence model keeping the geometry and fluid flow specification same
as that of Armaly (1983) [17]. Their simulation successfully predicted the first and
second corner eddies. Reynolds number less than 400 flow, was predicted success-
fully by two dimensional computations. The three dimensional predictions at three
Reynolds numbers 397, 648 and 800 were in good agreement with the experimental
results of Armaly (1983) [17].

Le et. al. (1996) [18] used Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to study turbulent
flow over the backwards-facing step at Reynolds number 5100. They observed ap-
proximate periodic behaviour of free shear layer with a Strouhal number of 0.06.
They concluded that at this Reynolds number the reattachment location varies in
spanwise direction. The DNS predictions obtained by the authors were in good
agreement with the experimental results performed by Jovic and Driver (1994) [19].
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3 Method
To visualize the growth of A. niger a Confocal Laser-Scanning Microscope (CLSM)
for real-time fluorescent imagery is used [20]. The flow chamber will be placed under
the CLSM to study the fungal growth. The flow chamber in which the spores of the
filamentous fungi will be placed, needs to be adapted to the dimensional restrictions
of the CLSM.
This section discusses about the methodology used to design the CAD model of
the BFS flow chamber. Along with that this section describes the domain, mesh
strategy and solver settings applied for the chamber. Post processing method for
the simulated results is also discussed in brief in this section.

3.1 CAD Model

For laboratory experimentation the TU-Berlin Bioprocess Group has decided to use
the flow chamber manufactured by Ibidi GmbH which fulfills the CLSM size restric-
tions. But this chamber does not incorporate the backwards-facing step. Hence, for
the purpose of the experimentation the Ibidi chamber is appended with the step.
The CAD model and the numerical mesh are designed to replicate the modified
chamber (BFS flow chamber). The modified chamber’s important parameters are
listed in table (1),

Table 1: Flow chamber dimensions

Description Symbol Value Unit

Length of flow chamber - 48.2 mm
Height of the step h 0.4 mm
Total height of flow chamber D 0.8 mm
Expansion ratio D/h 2 -
Width of flow chamber W 5 mm
Aspect ratio W/h 12.5 -

Figure 4: Top view (A) and side view (B) of the Flow chamber design highlighting the
flow direction

The CAD model geometry has been created using Autodesk Inventor 2019 (figure
4). The top inlet, chamber’s height and length are equal to the flow chamber which
will be used for laboratory experimentation. Based on these dimensions the length
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of the chamber upstream of the step is 39.25 (15.7/h) step-height and downstream
of the step is 55 (22/h) step-height long (fig. 6 and 7). The simulation domain of
the chamber has been divided into the inflow and the step channel (figure 5B and
5C). This has been done so as to have a sufficient number of cells available in each
channel to obtain higher accuracy in the results.

Figure 5: Flow chamber with symmetry in y-direction and highlighting inflow and step
channels of the chamber

3.2 Simulation domain and solver setting

3.2.1 Inflow channel

CFD simulation in the inflow channel has been carried out using steady SST k-ω
turbulence model. The necessity of selecting the RANS model was due to limited
computational resources. The model is a two equation eddy viscosity model and it
performs well in free stream as well as in the near wall region when compared with
the other two equations like k-ε based models [13].

The experimental infrastructure available at TU Berlin’s Bioprocess Group gener-
ates maximum flow rate of 170 ml/min. This corresponds to water velocity of
0.195 m/s for the inlet geometry of the inflow channel. It is necessary to select the
inlet velocity for the thesis work below this velocity. According to the documen-
tation provided by Ibidi GmbH the table (2) lists out some of the inlet velocities
and corresponding to approximate WSS generated for the Ibidi chamber [21]. In
reference to this, the inlet velocity of 0.1 m/s which corresponds to Re of 50 at the
inlet of the inflow channel will be considered for CFD simulation.

Best cell growth rate for fungal cultivation experiments is between 30◦C and 37◦C
[22]. Hence, the density and dynamic viscosity of fluid (water in this case) at 30◦C
has been set to 995.71 kg/m3 and 0.000798 Pa.s respectively [23].
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Table 2: Inlet velocity and corresponding WSS

Inlet velocity (m/s) WSS (Pa)

0.0172 1.296
0.0528 3.975
0.0884 6.654
0.1239 9.332

The simulated results (velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence viscosity ratio)
obtained after convergence of the simulation are collected in a .csv format file at ’y-z
plane’ at the outlet (green colored) of the inflow channel (figure 6). This collected
data is used as input parameters at the inlet of the step channel. The inlet and
outlet of the channel were assigned velocity inlet and pressure outlet respectively.
All the other surfaces were assigned no-slip wall boundary condition.

Figure 6: Inlet channel domain highlighting the channel inlet with blue color and
channel outlet with green color (all dimensions in mm).

To resolve the inflow channel domain hexahedron (hex) mesh has been used to
generate surface and volume mesh. Hex mesh was selected because the flow in the
inflow channel is mostly unidirectional and when compared with the tetrahedron
(tet) meshing strategy, hex mesh generates fewer elements, which in turn consume
less computational resources during simulation [24]. To generate surface and volume
mesh for the channel so called ’Automated Mesh’ function available in Star CCM+
solver has been used. To resolve the flow in the near wall region ’Prism Layer Mesh’
function is used. With 15 prism layers and growth rate of 1.1 away from the no-slip
wall the function allowed to resolve the flow in the viscous sub-layer and keep the
y+ value below 1 in the region. Solution was considered as converged if the residuals
value were below 10−6 and surface standard deviation velocity (σV elocity) and WSS
(σWSS) had stabilized. Velocity and WSS were monitored at the outlet surface and
bottom wall surface of the channel respectively.

To determine the density of the mesh, a mesh sensitivity test was performed by
comparing three mesh sizes (table 3) for inlet Re of 50. From the test it was observed
that the % difference of σV elocity and σWSS between 5M mesh size and 9M mesh
size is in acceptable range. Hence, results obtained for 5M mesh are used for further
study as the smaller mesh density will use fewer computational resources while
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Table 3: Mesh sensitivity study for inflow channel

No. of elements
σV elocity σWSS

Value % Difference Value % Difference

3M 0.415 - 8.50 -
5M 0.4487 7.803 8.61 1.285
9M 0.4493 0.133 8.74 1.498

maintaining nearly the same accuracy of results.

3.2.2 Step channel

As the fluid flows over the backwards-facing step it undergoes separation and reat-
tachment resulting in the flow unsteadiness. As discussed in section 2 because of the
LES model’s properties it has been selected to study this flow behavior in the step
channel (figure 7) of the flow chamber. The inlet parameters for the step channel
were the output files collected at the outlet of the inflow channel. Velocity inlet and
pressure outlet were used as boundary conditions for inlet and outlet of the channel
respectively. All the other surfaces were assigned ’no-slip wall’ boundary condition.
Pressure based solver has been considered for the simulation as it performs better
for low speed incompressible flow when compared with density based solver. Fluid
physical properties are kept the same as those for the inflow channel.

Figure 7: Step channel domain highlighting the channel inlet with blue color. The
channel outlet is on the opposite side of the channel inlet on far right side of the
channel (all dimensions in mm).

Hex mesh was used to discretize the step channel domain using the ’directed mesh’
function available in Star CCM+. Cell growth rate in the mesh was obtained using
the ’Two Sided Hyperbolic’ function, downstream region of the step 350 divisions
and 100 divisions in the x-direction and in the z-direction were used respectively.
’Two Sided Hyperbolic’ function provides hyperbolic stretching of the grid from both
ends of a domain to compute cell distribution [15]. For descritization in y-direction
250 layers were used. To provide accurate results in the near wall region an inflation
layer has been created to keep y+ below 1. In accordance with the LES meshing
guidelines the ∆x+ and ∆z+ should be between 40-100 and 15-30 respectively in
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the attached flow region [25]. For the step channel the value of 58 for ∆x+ and 23
for ∆z+ which satisfy the meshing requirements for LES simulation were obtained.
Using the above mentioned meshing strategy the total cell count generated for the
step channel is around 9.6M. Figure 8 shows section of generated mesh of the step
channel downstream of the step and 8A shows the magnified region behind the step.

Figure 8: Mesh for the step channel. Highlighted ’A’ shows the grid resolution to
resolve the separation and reattachment flow once the fluid passes over the step.

To create a realistic initial solution field for the LES run steady SST k-ω model
is applied. Considering the limited computational resources Creating an initial so-
lution field using SST k-ω as the base model is a viable option with some level of
impact on the final results. Along with the creation of initial solution field the steady
RANS run will also help to reduce the time taken to reach statistically stable LES
solution [26]. Residuals and σWSS on the bottom wall surface downstream of the
step are monitored. The solution was considered as converged when the residuals
had achieved 10−6 value and σWSS had stabilized.
According to LES simulation guidelines to maintain the accuracy of results it is
advised that the CFL number should be below 1 [27]. To satisfy this guideline phys-
ical time step of 11.2 µs is used using ’Implicit unsteady’ solver. 20 inner iterations
in each time step have given residuals of 10−6 value. Hybrid Gauss LSQ (Least
Square) method has been used to describe gradients and Wall-Adapting Local-Eddy
Viscosity (WALE) Subgrid Scale Model has been used to give solution for subgrid
scale viscosity.

After the RANS simulation for the step channel had converged the LES model was
superimposed on it. With the above mentioned time step the LES simulation was
carried until the solution was converged to collect statistical data. The solution was
considered as converged when σWSS on the bottom wall surface downstream of step
had steadied out and stabilized to a value. After resetting the data the simulation
is further allowed to run for 0.215 sec and the results for analysis are collected for
this solution time period. As the data had already converged further simulation run
will not affect the results and considering the computational resources available the
time period is sufficiently long enough to derive reliable results.

Using the definition of Re stated in subsection 2.2 it is predicted that Re will be
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around 50 at the inlet of the inflow channel and around 1000 in the freestream
region at the step of the step channel. Re of 1000 lies in the transition regime
of the flow which makes the RANS model difficult to provide results of higher ac-
curacy. Whereas, considering high requirement of computational resources for the
DNS model, it is not considered for the simulation. Several studies are available
like that of Biswas et. al. (2004) [9] where they have used LES model for flows
with Re less than 1000 and obtained highly accurate results when compared with
the experimental data. This was the motivation behind using the LES model for
the simulation of flow in the current thesis.

3.2.3 Post processing

For the thesis work as the analysis of the WSS environment in a BFS flow is of main
focus, plots and contours of WSS are presented. Along with that velocity contour
is used to understand flow development in the chamber and to study turbulence in
the chamber TKE is obtained from the simulation results.

WSS on the bottom wall of the chamber downstream of the step is studied by
obtaining time averaged x-component of the WSS (WSSx). WSSx is preferred over
the magnitude of WSS because majority of flow in the flow chamber is in the x-
direction and hence, maximum contribution to the total shear stress will be of WSSx.
Variation in WSS is studied by obtaining standard deviation data using equation 15
where φ is sample standard deviation of the field function, X is the field function
(in this case x-component of WSS), X is the mean of the field function and N is the
number of time-steps for which data is collected [15].

φ =

√∑
(X −X)2

N
(15)

The level of turbulence in the chamber is estimated by obtaining TKE (k) using
equation 16 where, u′2, v′2 and w′2 are variances of velocity fluctuations for x, y,
and z velocity components respectively [13].

k =
1

2
(u′2 + v′2 + w′2) (16)
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4 Results
In this section the simulation results will be presented, in particular the flow in
the inflow and the step channel of the chamber. WSS, velocity and TKE are the
main parameters of concern. To perform analysis and obtain better understanding
of the overall nature of unsteady flow in the step channel time averaged results are
preferred over instantaneous results.

4.1 Inflow channel

Figure 9 shows the velocity distribution in the inflow channel from the top view. It
can be seen that the flow velocity is higher in the near wall region when compared
to the mid of the domain. As the fluid progresses towards the channel’s outlet its
velocity continues to increase and reaches around 1.4 m/s. When the fluid enters
the horizontal part of the inflow channel a separation region at the top wall in the
mid of the domain is created. This separation region is not present in the near wall
flow (figure 10).

Figure 9: The top view of the inflow channel showing velocity contour created 0.3 mm
away in the z-direction from bottom wall surface of the channel. Circular outflow at
the vertical and the horizontal junction of the channel is highlighted in subfigures A
and B.

The principle of conservation of mass states that mass flow rate is constant for fluid
flow through a domain [28]. Due to the geometry of the inflow channel area of the
top circular inlet (A1) section is higher than area of the horizontal section (A2) of
the channel. This results in an increase in the velocity of the flow in the horizontal
section (V2) 17). Hence, in figures 9 and 10 it can be seen that in the top circular
inlet section the flow velocity is around 0.6 m/s but as the flow enters horizontal
section of the inflow channel the velocity increases to around 1.55 m/s.
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Figure 10: Velocity contour at the junction of the vertical top inlet and the horizontal
section of the inflow channel. Flow separation is observed at the top wall in the middle
section of the inflow channel (B). The separation region is absent in the near no-slip
side wall regions (A and C).

ρA1V1 = ρA2V2 (17)

In figure 9 it can be seen that the flow velocity in the near no-slip side wall region
is higher than the velocity in the center of the inflow channel. This is because
the circular top inlet of the inflow channel results in a circular outflow pattern
which directs the fluid towards the side wall resulting in increasing the flow velocity
of the fluid particles in this region. This flow behavior is due to the geometrical
configuration of the inflow channel which also results in velocity deviation of around
0.144 m/s in the mid of the inflow channel whereas the deviation in the near no-slip
side wall is around 0.08 m/s (figure 11).
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Figure 11: Standard deviation of velocity at the junction of the vertical top inlet and
the horizontal section of the inflow channel. The deviation in the mid of the channel
(B) is higher than it is in the near no-slip side wall regions (A and C).

4.2 Step channel

Figure 12: Time averaged velocity streamline for the step channel. Two separation
zones one immediately downstream of the step on the bottom and the second at the
top wall in the mid of the channel (B) are observed. Whereas only one separation
region immediately downstream of the step is created at the near no-slip side wall
regions (A and C) of the channel.

The flow pattern created in the inflow channel affects the flow in the step channel as
well. The high velocity flow in the near no-slip side wall region in the inflow channel
continues to be higher than the flow in the mid of the domain (figures 12A, 12C and
12B). In the step channel the flow velocity at the step in the mid of the domain is
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around 1.28 m/s which corresponds to Re around 638. Whereas velocity in the near
wall region at step is around 1.66 m/s which corresponds to Re around 832. Accord-
ing to pipe flow theory this Re falls in the ’transition’ flow regime. The fluid flow
which falls under this regime is on the verge of becoming turbulent. Downstream
of the step in the mid of the domain the flow separates twice, once on the bottom
surface in the immediate downstream of the step (primary separation region) and
the other at the top wall (secondary separation region) after the first separation
(figure 12B). In the near no-slip side wall flow there is only one separation region
created which is in the immediate downstream of the step (primary separation re-
gion) (figure 12A and 12C).

The primary separation region at y/h = 1.25 and 11.25 (near no-slip side wall) flow
is longer than the primary separation region at y/h = 6.25 (mid of the domain)
(figure 13). This is because the flow velocity in the near side wall region is higher
than that observed in the mid of the domain. As observed by Armaly et.al [17] for
higher Re the separation length is longer. The separation region length is obtained
by plotting WSSx on the bottom wall of the step channel and then calculating the
difference when WSSx is zero at the two consequent instances after the step on the
bottom wall. The reattachment location is the point where the WSSx becomes zero
in the immediate instance after the flow separates [10]. WSSx of around 8 Pa is
created in the mid of the domain when the flow reattaches after its primary sepa-
ration. Whereas the reverse flow in the primary separation region creates WSSx of
around -5 Pa. After the flow reattaches in the near wall region the primary reattach-
ment creates WSSx of around 2 Pa whereas the reverse flow in primary separation
is around -4 Pa (figure 13 and 14A).

Figure 13: Graph of time averaged x-component of wall shear stress (WSSx) on the
bottom wall of the step channel. WSSx at the mid of the domain (y/h = 6.25) is more
than that generated in the near side wall region (y/h = 1.25 and 11.25).
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Figure 14: The top view of time averaged (A) and standard deviation (B) of x-
component of wall shear stress (WSSx) on bottom wall of step channel downstream of
step. The contour of time averaged WSSx (A) is limited upto 5.5 Pa. The C shape in
’A’ indicates WSSx higher than 5.5 Pa.

As stated earlier the unpublished data indicate that the fungi spores can resist WSS
of around 5.5 Pa hence in figure 14A the results of WSSx are limited with the max-
imum of 5.5 Pa. The blank space in the mid of domain forming a C shape indicates
WSSx higher than the thresholded value downstream of the step. Magnitude of
reverse flow WSSx is the most in the mid of the domain. Although once the flow
reattaches in the downstream of the step the WSSx generated near wall is higher
than observed in the mid.

WSSx deviation of around 0.35 Pa is observed at around 28 x/h distance downstream
from the step on the bottom wall of the step channel at y/h = 6.25. Whereas at
around 10 x/h downstream of the step WSSx deviation of 0.1 Pa is observed. In the
rest of the region on bottom wall very low deviation is predicted. (figures 14B and
15).

From figures 16 and 17 it can be seen that the TKE at around x/h = 28 step heights
some turbulence in flow of around 0.0002 J/kg is predicted. The maximum TKE is
generated at z/h = 1 and some level of turbulence in the region around it. In the
other parts of the step channel TKE is almost zero.
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Figure 15: Graph of standard deviation of x-component of WSS (WSSx) at y/h =
6.25 on the bottom wall of the step. At around 28 x/h deviation of around 0.35 Pa is
predicted.

Figure 16: Side view of the step channel highlighting contour of time averaged TKE
at y/h = 6.25 away from the no-slip side wall. Barring some zone in the latter half of
the channel the rest of region creates almost zero TKE.
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Figure 17: Plot of time averaged TKE at y/h = 6.25 and at the hight of z/h = 1
away from the bottom wall of step channel. Some level of TKE is predicted at 28 x/h
distance downstream of the step.
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5 Discussion

The circular flow observed in figure 9A and 9B is due to the impact of circular shaped
no slip wall of the top inlet of the inflow channel. The effect of circular shape on
the fluid flow has been studied by Bovendeerd et.al [29] by considering circular pipe
as the domain. They studied fluid flow at a much higher Re of 700 and observed
secondary flow in the circular section of pipe. Due to the geometry of inflow channel
of the flow chamber 90◦ bend is created between the top circular inlet section and
horizontal section of the channel. And from figure 11 it is predicted that there is
some level of unsteadiness generated in the channel. Similar observations were made
by Hellström et.al [30] for Re of 18000. As stated earlier for the current thesis work
the inlet Re is merely 50 and it is 832 in the freestream region downstream of the step.

Along with creating a WSS environment to study filamentous fungus behavior this
thesis also aimed at identifying possible locations to adhere the fungi spores on the
bottom wall of the step channel keeping in mind the capacity of the fungi spores
which are able to handle shear stresses of the magnitude of 5.5 Pa. The region
on the bottom wall of the step forming a C is not a favourable location to adhere
the spores as the LES model predicts WSSx of magnitude higher than the tolerable
value (figure 14). This is where the primary reattachment of flow takes place almost
10 x/h distance downstream of the step (figure 13). Tihon et.al [31] performed
experiments for Re ranging from 1200 to 12000 and observed that WSS in the
primary reattachment region was higher as compared to the other regions. Similar
flow behavior can be observed in the current case as well. This is because when fluid
approaches the step it has acquired high velocity (in this case Re of around 663) and
as the fluid separates its first impact is at the reattachment point on the bottom
wall downstream of the step generating high shear stress with the wall. It can also
be observed that the high WSSx is generated in the reverse flow region upstream of
the primary reattachment. Similar observations were made by Tihon et.al [31].

One of the purposes of the experimentation performed by the TU Berlin-Bioprocess
Group is to test the ability of the fungi spores to survive and grow in a varying
shear stress environment. Most favourable locations as per the LES simulations will
be to adhere the spores on the bottom wall in the mid of the step channel at 6.25
y/h around 28 x/h distance downstream of the step. This is where maximum WSSx

deviation is observed and the time averaged WSSx is around 3 Pa. From the WSSx

time averaged value and WSSx deviation at this location, the variation of shear
stress will be in the range of around 2.7 Pa to 3.4 Pa (figures 13, 14 and 15). The
location to adhere the fungal spores was not known prior to the simulation and was
determined after the analysis of the simulation results, hence it was not possible to
place monitor points in the region of interest to monitor the instantaneous values.
A future work to study instantaneous WSSx at this location of interest can be in-
formative.

It is important to note that the deviation in the WSSx is maximum in the region
where the TKE is predicted to be the highest in the step channel (figures 15, 16 and
17). This is because the unsteadiness in the flow (around z/h = 1) results in flow
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recirculation in the near wall region which causes deviation in the WSSx. As per
the author’s knowledge not much research work was found for this case which could
demonstrate the relation between TKE and WSSx. A future work with higher Re
and turbulent flow can prove insightful to explain this flow behavior.

Fluid flow in the current thesis work is almost laminar throughout the chamber.
To a certain extent the step induced unsteadiness in the flow and to capture this
unsteadiness SST k-ω and LES simulation model were considered in the inflow and
step channel respectively.
During the analysis of simulation results it was observed that the eddy viscosity
ratio (EVR) was less than unity. EVR is defined as the ratio between turbulent
viscosity and the molecular dynamic viscosity. EVR less than one indicates that
the molecular dynamic viscosity is higher than turbulent viscosity which means that
there less modeled turbulence than viscous dissipation to the flow. The SGS model
and the model coefficients Cw and k influence the eddy viscosity ratio. To what
extent the model has an impact on the results is not studied in this thesis work. A
future work can be conducted by using a different SGS model and/or changing the
model coefficients’ value and study the extent of impact of a SGS model on the LES
results. The results may suggest that an eddy viscosity model is not necessary for
simulating the flow for the flow conditions in the current scenario.
Another way to look at this would be to run the simulation with laminar flow model
as the EVR observed is less than 1 and as mentioned earlier the flow in the chamber
is almost laminar with small extent of unsteadiness. Also, the laminar simulation
will be less expensive as compared to that of LES simulation. But, it should be
kept in mind that laminar flow model must be used with a non-diffusive numerical
scheme as the central differencing numerical scheme cannot be used and a diffu-
sive scheme like first order or upwind, might add diffusion to the results affecting
their accuracy negatively. As against to the differencing in laminar flow model, SGS
formulations use central differencing scheme which is less diffusive than the other
numerical schemes.

As stated in the Method section (3) the initial solution field for the LES simula-
tion was created by first simulating the flow in the step channel using the RANS
model SST k-ω and then superimposing LES model over the created solution field.
This method is a recommended practise by the commercially available softwares like
Ansys Inc.[26] and Star CCM+ [15] so as to utilize lesser computational resources
for the LES simulation. That is why, it is not expected that the initial RANS run
has affected the LES results to a greater extent, and that this thesis work does not
investigate this impact.

As stated in the Background section (1.1) and considering that favourable conditions
for the growth of fungal spores are created in the BFS chamber during experimen-
tation, might affect the WSS generated on the bottom wall of the step channel. The
change in the WSS would be because the fungal growth over a period of experi-
mentation time would result in changing the nature of the surface i.e. the surface
roughness of the bottom wall of the step channel in the region where the fungal
spores are adhered. As stated in the Method section (3) the walls of the BFS cham-
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ber are assigned boundary condition no-slip wall. The current thesis work does not
take into account the growth of the fungal spores and its consequence on the changes
to the nature of roughness of the bottom wall.

For the CFD simulation the flow velocity of 0.1 m/s over the entire surface of the
inlet of the inflow channel is assigned. As stated in the Method section (3) the need
of the top inlet of the inflow channel is due to the laboratory experimental setup
where-in the fluid in the BFS chamber will be injected using a pressure pump and a
circular pipe mechanism. During experimentation It might happen that due to vari-
ation in the pressure or due to some other unaccounted factors the velocity profile at
the inlet of the inflow channel might be skewed. This thesis work does not take into
account the variation in the velocity profile at the inlet of the inflow channel. But,
considering that the flow velocity is 0.1 m/s at the inlet and the junction formed
by the vertical top inlet and the horizontal section of the inflow channel, the flow
skewness might get damped and its impact on the results would be negligible.

Experimental equipment available at TU Berlin Bioprocess Group requires to con-
sider the top circular inlet section of the inflow channel which can complicate the
flow by generating circular flow as discussed earlier. Along with this there is not
much freedom in changing the dimensions of the flow chamber which needs to be
considered if the study is to be carried out at higher Re.
Availability of computational resources play a crucial role in CFD simulations and
this must be considered in the initial stage of the study. Inadequate resources may
limit the iterations and/or number of time-steps which are required for the simula-
tion.

5.1 Perspectives

Understanding the morphology of filamentous fungus will help in improving the
quality and increase the quantity of commercial products obtained from them. This
thesis work can be a starting point to assist in improvement of the experimental
procedure to study the fungi and in turn boost industrial output.

Most of the commercial products obtained by processing the filamentous fungi are
consumable in nature for example different types of acids, medicines, proteins, en-
zymes. Higher availability of these products would mean that they are available at
cheaper cost and could help in improving people’s lives.
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6 Conclusion
In this thesis work a Large Eddy Simulation model was used to simulate flow over a
backward step design. The purpose of this study was to analyse flow and study wall
shear stress variation on the bottom wall of the backwards-facing step chamber. The
results from this work will help in experimental setup to study the morphology of
filamentous fungus and in the long term, to optimize commercial production output.

From the study performed it is observed that the WSSx is maximum at the primary
reattachment location downstream of the step. High negative WSSx is generated
in the primary separation region due to reverse flow. Favorable location to adhere
the fungal spores would be around 28 x/h distance downstream of the step on the
bottom wall of the step channel. This is where time averaged WSSx is less than
the threshold value of 5.5 Pa and maximum WSSx deviation of around 0.35 Pa is
predicted.
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